Angel Gómez-Cintrón, MD, MPH @skeletalrad
In 20 minutes... #match2022 #RadResChat https://t.co/zRN8AEggFD

Cara Morin, MD, PhD @pigtowner
RT @skeletalrad: In 20 minutes... #match2022 #RadResChat https://t.co/zRN8AEggFD

Ahmed W. Moawad @moawad_w
Don’t miss this opportunity

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
10 more minutes before we get started! Follow #RadResChat! Stay tuned! 🔄

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @skeletalrad: In 20 minutes... #match2022 #RadResChat https://t.co/zRN8AEggFD

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
Welcome to the #RadResChat tweet chat! 🌟 Tonight we will discuss "The Successful Applicant"!
Who’s joining us tonight? Please introduce yourself and say hello! 🤝 Also don’t forget to mention “#RadResChat” after every post during the discussion! 🎉 https://t.co/Wmcvl67cVm

Amina Farooq @AminaFarooqMD
@mamaslyanko @ACRRFS @skeletalrad @futureradres @DoubledocJB @amykpatel @monicajwood @AaronBushMD @arathimd @NatashaMongaMD @yashaguptamd @koolkpMD @brianna_lysbeth @JuanDGuererro2 Follow the hashtag #RadResChat
Angel Gómez-Cintrón, MD, MPH @skeletalrad

Tweet Chat Time! Hello everyone! I'm Angel Gómez-Cintrón, MSK radiologist and Diagnostic Radiology residency program director @UTHealthSA Super excited to talk about #Match2022, #radiology and ready to answer as many questions as possible! #RadResChat

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD

Hey everyone! My name is Kirang, a R4 at @UMKCRads and future #neurorad fellow at @UTSW_Radiology! I just went through the fellowship interview cycle so I am happy to give some thought to the matter! #RadResChat

ACR RFS @ACRRFS

RT @skeletalrad: @ACRRFS Tweet Chat Time! Hello everyone! I'm Angel Gómez-Cintrón, MSK radiologist and Diagnostic Radiology residency prog...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS

Looking forward to having everyone join us tonight! So let's get started! 😊 #RadResChat https://t.co/71ewJV3a7g

Zuby Syed @craniocaudal

@ACRRFS @skeletalrad @AminaFaroogMD Hello! I’m Zuby - M4 at Georgetown applying into radiology this cycle! Excited for this chat and to meet colleagues also interested in radiology this evening! #RadResChat

Mohamed Badawy @MBadawy_MD

#match2022 #RadResChat #futureradres It's about to start! 🚀 Let's jump in!

Alexandra Maningat @alexandratheoms

RT @skeletalrad: In 20 minutes... #match2022 #RadResChat https://t.co/zRN8AEggFD

Amina Farooq @AminaFaroogMD

@ACRRFS @skeletalrad Which #radres and #futureradres are joining us tonight? #RadResChat

ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR

Happening NOW 😊 Join the discussion using #RadResChat 🤘 @skeletalrad @AminaFaroogMD @ACRRFS

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @AminaFarooqMD: @ACRRFS @skeletalrad Which #radres and #futureradres are joining us tonight? #RadResChat

Amina Farooq @AminaFarooqMD
RT @RadiologyACR: Happening NOW ⚠️ Join the discussion using #RadResChat 💬 @skeletalrad @AminaFarooqMD @ACRRFS

Zuby Syed @craniocaudal
RT @ACRRFS: Welcome to the #RadResChat tweet chat! 🌟 Tonight we will discuss "The Successful Applicant"! Who’s joining us tonight? Please...

Angel Gómez-Cintrón, MD, MPH @skeletalrad
T1: Why Radiology? Think outside the box and use relatable past personal experiences Why There? Go beyond connections to city/program and focus on adaptability Why me? Write about all you’ve learned by overcoming hardship How? Short, simple and uniquely you #RadResChat https://t.co/1ooihJWYBp

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @skeletalrad: T1: Why Radiology? Think outside the box and use relatable past personal experiences Why There? Go beyond connections to...

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @skeletalrad: T1: Why Radiology? Think outside the box and use relatable past personal experiences Why There? Go beyond connections to...

Vivek Kalia, MD MPH @VivekKaliaMD
RT @skeletalrad: T1: Why Radiology? Think outside the box and use relatable past personal experiences Why There? Go beyond connections to...

Match2022 @Match2022_bot
RT @skeletalrad: In 20 minutes... #match2022 #RadResChat https://t.co/zRN8AEggFD
Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
T1: First paragraph is KEY! This will make/break your readers mind on wanting to continue reading in some cases. Think of using an interesting/impactful quote/anecdote. Let this set the tone for the rest of your PS and then tie everything together in your conclusion! #RadResChat

Zuby Syed @craniocaudal
RT @skeletalrad: T1: Why Radiology? Think outside the box and use relatable past personal experiences Why There? Go beyond connections to…

Match2022 @Match2022_bot
RT @MBadawy_MD: #match2022 #RadResChat #futureradres It's about to start! Let's jump in! https://t.co/6J7GgGt0rk

Maria Maslyanko @mmaslyanko
#RadResChat M3 here, applying next year. Do you recommend including unusual hobbies, such as DnD?

Angel Gómez-Cintrón, MD, MPH @skeletalrad
@koolkpMD Yes! try to engage from the very beginning. Don't follow the crowd - talk about you and the experiences that make you unique! #RadResChat

Mohamed Badawy @MBadawy_MD
Seniors stressed that it should be personal! I believe it should tell a story about me. If someone replaces his name with mine and it still fits, that means it is not personal enough! #RadResChat
@skeletalrad @AminaFaroqMD @ACRRFS

Salar Tofighi @SalarTofighi
@ACRRFS @skeletalrad @AminaFaroqMD Hi, I am Salar, an IMG applying for radiology. Excited to learn a lot today #RadResChat

Kamyar Ghabili, MD @kghabili
Thank you @ACRRFS @skeletalrad @AminaFaroqMD for this great opportunity! My name is Kamyar, an IMG who has done general surgery internship at Yale. Will be applying for diagnostic radiology this year! Points from the chat tonight will be super helpful! #RadResChat

Zuby Syed @craniocaudal
RT @koolkpMD: T1: First paragraph is KEY! This will make/break your readers mind on wanting to continue reading in some cases. Think of us…
Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
I think you should! Makes it more personal and who knows one of your attendings interviewing you may also enjoy that certain hobby! #RadResChat

Leen F. Abazid @labazidmd
Hello, I am Leen Abazid, an IMG medical graduate and a fourth-year Ph.D. in the radiological sciences program. I am applying into diagnostic radiology this match cycle and am so excited for this #RadResChat tonight!

Angel Gómez-Cintrón, MD, MPH @skeletalrad
Yes. Hobbies are always a great conversation starter during interviews and allows you to talk about something you know well and feel passionate about. "Strange" hobbies? I love to learn new things! #RadResChat

Himanshu Sharma @SharmaHimanshuK
Hi everyone! I'm Himanshu and I'm a medical student at Mount Sinai on a research year. I'll be applying next cycle. Looking forward to learning about the application process! #RadResChat

Salar Tofighi @SalarTofifi
#RadResChat

Amina Farooq @AminaFaroogMD
A PS that shows who are you beyond your CV, and how that shaped your journey up to this point, and reveals how this will impact your future in your chosen field is impactful. Using personal stories, short & relevent anecdotes can help make it more engaging. 🌟 #RadResChat

Zuby Syed @craniocaudal
RT @AminaFaroogMD: A PS that shows who are you beyond your CV, and how that shaped your journey up to this point, and reveals how t…

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @AminaFaroogMD: A PS that shows who are you beyond your CV, and how that shaped your journey up to this point, and reveals how t…

Ghazal Khajir @GhazalKhajir
G.O.A.T 😊
Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
@AminaFarooqMD
@ACRRFS
I agree! Don’t just list off things from your CV. Use your PS to expand beyond your CV #RadResChat

Kamyar Ghabili, MD @kghabili
@skeletalrad @ACRRFS @AminaFarooqMD Thank you Dr. Gomez @skeletalrad! futureradres owe you a lot! #RadResChat

Maria Maslyanko @mmaslyanko
Question- is there a certain number of programs that is recommended to apply to? #RadResChat

Angel Gómez-Cintrón, MD, MPH @skeletalrad
@AminaFarooqMD @ACRRFS Once I read a beautiful story of how Radiology looked from the eyes of a dying pet. It was powerful, and unique. It stayed with me. #RadResChat

Melisa Prieto-Peralta, MD @MelisaPrietoPe1
@AminaFarooqMD @ACRRFS @skeletalrad Hello! I am radiologist from Colombia. I am interested to apply for a fellowship. Thank you. #RadResChat

Kamyar Ghabili, MD @kghabili
@AminaFarooqMD @ACRRFS @skeletalrad Thank you @AminaFarooqMD! You are a role model for futureradres! #RadResChat

Jamaal B @DoubledocJB
RT @ACRRFS: Welcome to the #RadResChat tweet chat! Tonight we will discuss "The Successful Applicant"! Who’s joining us tonight? Please…

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
T2: How do you show interest in a program without having any obvious connections to it? #RadResChat https://t.co/6OL48XClvc

Arif Musa, MS, MS-IV @Arifus_Musae
What can I do to stand out during an away rotation? And what is your opinion of the @RadiologyACR Medical Student Virtual Clerkship? Thanks @skeletalrad & @AminaFarooqMD #RadResChat

Matthew Steritz @MatthewSteritz
How would you recommend assessing the culture and how well you fit in at a program over a virtual interview? #RadResChat
Tyler Fontaine, MMS @tylerfontaine
@RadiologyACR @skeletalrad @AminaFaroogMD @ACRRFS Hi everyone! My name is Tyler, I'm excited to be applying diagnostic radiology for #Match2022. My question is how critical it is to have a LOR from a radiology program director? Thanks! #RadResChat

Christian Irizarry Cruz, MS @mededchris 🚨

Amina Farooq @AminaFaroogMD @skeletalrad @ACRRFS If you need help brainstorming to get creative, think about some of your hobbies and interests outside of medicine and how they relate to radiology (remember, we are a visual/technical field, art, photography, digital media, etc are very relevant interests) #Radreschat

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @AminaFaroogMD @skeletalrad @ACRRFS If you need help brainstorming to get creative, think about some of your hobbies and interests outs...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @AminaFaroogMD @skeletalrad @ACRRFS If you need help brainstorming to get creative, think about some of your hobbies and interests outs...

Brooke Burkins @BrookeBurkins
RT @skeletalrad: T1: Why Radiology? Think outside the box and use relatable past personal experiences Why There? Go beyond connections to...

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
T2: Be enthusiastic and do your research! Programs notice when an applicant is on their A game. Mentioning all the reasons why you feel like you would thrive in that specific program by doing the appropriate research will show them that you are genuinely interested! #RadResChat

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @ACRRFS: T2: How do you show interest in a program without having any obvious connections to it? #RadResChat https://t.co/6OL48XClvc

Angel Gómez-Cintrón, MD, MPH @skeletalrad
Do your research and stay away from generic letters of interest or personal statements. I can tell if you send me a letter that you're also sending to other 100 programs and just changed the heading -- Impact level: -456% #RadResChat

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
#RadResChat

Kamyar Ghabili, MD @kghabili @koolkpMD I guess ideas and clues from the virtual open houses would help applicants a lot! #RadResChat
Onyedika Isaac, MD @Onyed1ka
RT @ACRRFS: T1: What makes a personal statement engaging and interesting? #RadResChat
https://t.co/3WqzEu8tpK

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
@VanantwerpEmily @kghabili #RadResChat

Arif Musa, MS, MS-IV @Arifus_Musae
For those who are still putting together their list of programs to apply to, I would highly recommend attending virtual open houses. I attended one for a home program that I was already familiar with and still learned a lot! #RadResChat

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
T3: What are the best ways to showcase emotional intelligence in the application and interview? #RadResChat https://t.co/V3bcHobZOG

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
T3: For those who are not familiar with the concept, “Emotional intelligence refers to the ability to understand and respond to emotions in daily life.” Learn more at https://t.co/lDgoRBc8uc #RadResChat #JACR @JACRJournal

Angel Gómez-Cintrón, MD, MPH @skeletalrad @Arifus_Musae @RadiologyACR @AminaFarooqMD @AminaFarooqMD is right on! You can still be helpful without dictating studies. Truth be told, help the resident - that really shows super high emotional intelligence and is noticed by all. #RadResChat

Mohamed Badawy @MBadawy_MD
As Dr. @skeletalrad advised before; try to be visible! if there is no common work or interaction, I will send them a specialized email of interest. Also attending open houses and reaching out to residents will show our interest in the program. @ACRRFS #RadResChat @AminaFarooqMD

Angel Gómez-Cintrón, MD, MPH @skeletalrad
T3: EQ for the win! Application: showcase teamwork, leadership skills and ability to multitask Interview: Practice so you can be and sound confident. Give no excuses, only solutions. Never blame others for prior hardships. Show enthusiasm. #RadResChat https://t.co/THgx8IGBVo

Onyedika Isaac, MD @Onyed1ka
I appreciate this event so much, it's always great hearing from far more experienced people. As an IMG I feel like I learn a new way to improve my application everyday on Twitter so thank you for this wonderful learning opportunity @skeletalrad @AminaFarooqMD #RadResChat

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
@skeletalrad @Arifus_Musae @RadiologyACR @AminaFarooqMD Great transition to our 3rd topic :) #RadResChat

Mohamed Badawy @MBadawy_MD
RT @skeletalrad: T3: EQ for the win! Application: showcase teamwork, leadership skills and ability to multitask Interview: Practice so y…
Kamyar Ghabili, MD @kghabili
@VanantwerpEmily @koolkpMD
Thanks @VanantwerpEmily! @christine_oms and @ala227 have done a phenomenal job this year by putting together a Google sheet. #RadResChat

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @skeletalrad: T3: EQ for the win! Application: showcase teamwork, leadership skills and ability to multitask Interview: Practice so y...

Onyedika Isaac, MD @Onyed1ka
RT @koolkpMD: T1: First paragraph is KEY! This will make/break your readers mind on wanting to continue reading in some cases. Think of us...

Onyedika Isaac, MD @Onyed1ka
RT @mmaslyanko: #RadResChat M3 here, applying next year. Do you recommend including unusual hobbies, such as DnD?

Amina Farooq @AminaFaroogMD
@ACRRFS 1. What does the program already have that I want (volume, fellowships, research,faculty) 2. Geographic connection (family, friends, desire to end up practicing in that area in the future) 3. Hobbies that mesh well with what the city/state offers (urban vs. rural) #RadResChat

Onyedika Isaac, MD @Onyed1ka
RT @skeletalrad: @koolkpMD Yes! try to engage from the very beginning. Don't follow the crowd - talk about you and the experiences that mak...

Onyedika Isaac, MD @Onyed1ka
RT @SalarTofighi: @ACRRFS @skeletalrad @AminaFaroogMD Hi, I am Salar, an IMG applying for radiology. Excited to learn a lot today #RadRes...

Onyedika Isaac, MD @Onyed1ka
RT @kghabili: Thank you @ACRRFS @skeletalrad @AminaFaroogMD for this great opportunity! My name is Kamyar, an IMG who has done general sur...

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
T3: Showcase "#leadership, #empathy, #teamwork, task switching, work ethic, stress management, and cultural awareness" through various examples and personal experiences! Great reference: https://t.co/clCvlo2Egr #RadResChat #JACR #JACRJournal

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @AminaFaroogMD: @ACRRFS 1. What does the program already have that I want (volume, fellowships, research,faculty) 2. Geographic connecti...

Fernando Rivera-Melendez @FernandoMedPR
@RadiologyACR @skeletalrad @AminaFaroogMD @ACRRFS Hey! Fernando a MS4 from Puerto Rico here! Will not having a Core LOR affect your application? Covid-19 Limited most of our exposure to attendings (which is already minimal!!) and in my case I preferred Quality/Detailed LOR than a generic LOR. #RadResChat
Angel Gómez-Cintrón, MD, MPH @skeletalrad
T3: On Emotional Intelligence #RadResChat https://t.co/SKRhLIz01y

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @skeletalrad: T3: On Emotional Intelligence #RadResChat https://t.co/SKRhLIz01y

Kamyar Ghabili, MD @kghabili
@DoctorCliffyy @ACRRFS @skeletalrad @AminaFarooqMD Thank you so much @DoctorCliffyy! Loved my surgery internship and ready to use my unique experiences during my radiology training! #RadResChat

Salar Tofighi @SalarTofighi
#RadResChat

Shivam Kaushik @ShivamK33126565
RT @koolkpMD: Hey everyone! My name is Kirang, a R4 at @UMKCRads and future #neurorad fellow at @UTSW_Radiology! I just went through the fe…

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @skeletalrad: T3: On Emotional Intelligence #RadResChat https://t.co/SKRhLIz01y

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @AminaFarooqMD: @ACRRFS 1. What does the program already have that I want (volume, fellowships, research, faculty) 2. Geographic connecti…

Onyedika Isaac, MD @Onyed1ka
RT @Arifus_Musae: For those who are still putting together their list of programs to apply to, I would highly recommend attending virtual o…

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
@DoctorCliffyy @ACRRFS #RadResChat

Amina Farooq @AminaFarooqMD
@ACRRFS Virtual interviews are not going away anytime soon. It's sometimes difficult to "read the virtual room" but look for cues. Give others a chance to interact and ask questions (you're voice doesn't have to be the loudest or present the longest to be impactful) #Radreschat

Yocelin Joya @joya_vocelin
@RadiologyACR @ACRRFS @skeletalrad @AminaFarooqMD #RadResChat Good afternoon, thank you very much for all these wonderful advice. I am a MS4 applying DR this cycle. Can you please share any advice on couples matching into the same specialty?

Zuby Syed @craniocaudal
RT @AminaFarooqMD: @ACRRFS Virtual interviews are not going away anytime soon. It's sometimes difficult to "read the virtual room" but look…
Hello everyone! My name is Mounica and I am excited to join #RadResChat tweet chat tonight!

Mary Joahn, MD MPH @mary3rodriguez RT @skeletalrad: Yes. Hobbies are always a great conversation starter during interviews and allows you to talk about something you know well.

Valeria Rullan @RullanValeria @AminaFarooqMD @ACRRFS @skeletalrad Hola! I am Valeria, a fourth-year medical student from Puerto Rico applying DR this cycle. Excited for the #RadResChat! 🙌 Thank you.

Amina Farooq @AminaFarooqMD @ACRRFS As far as applications go, the PS is your time to shine, use illustrative examples and stories that showcase your EI in the context of medicine and working as a member of the team. #RadResChat and just remember, be authentic.

Kamyar Ghabili, MD @kghabili @ACRRFS There was very unique tweet chat by @RadioGraphics on emotional intelligence in radiology training. I found the link: https://t.co/o5tl0cYuwn #RadResChat

Onyedika Isaac, MD @Onyed1ka @AminaFarooqMD @ACRRFS This is a great tip. It may not be intentional as one may have so many questions and it takes so long to get through them but it’s positive if you’re able to internally understand that others must also want to offer opinions or questions, i.e reading the room. #RadResChat

Alexandra Maningat @alexandratheoms RT @MatthewSteritz: How would you recommend assessing the culture and how well you fit in at a program over a virtual interview? #RadResChat

Kamyar Ghabili, MD @kghabili @skeletalrad @ACRRFS @RadioGraphics Thank you! Never forget; my first tweet chat! :) #RadResChat

Emily VanAntwerp @VanantwerpEmily @joya_yocelin @RadiologyACR @ACRRFS @skeletalrad @AminaFarooqMD Also wondering about couples matching into different specialties but both are advanced (rads and pmr) #RadResChat

Neehar Gaddam @Embo_eNeRGy Hello everyone! My name is Neehar. I’m an OMS IV from Touro University California looking to apply both IR and DR this coming cycle. I appreciate all the advice so far! #RadResChat
Onyedika Isaac, MD @Onyed1ka

RT @skeletalrad: Also, increases your visibility. Just trust me. If I'm going through applications and I recog...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS

T4: Any advice on creating a targeted CV for your residency application? #RadResChat
https://t.co/1AOAn3PM9N

Mitva Patel @mitvamd

@mmaslyanko Yes! I always remembered candidates with unique hobbies and enjoyed the discussion. #RadResChat

Mohamed Badawy @MBadawy_MD

Just realized that I jumped in the chat without introducing myself. Never too late! 😃 I'm Mohamed a research fellow at MD Anderson Cancer Center. I'm passionate about radiology and happy to join #RadResChat.

Onyedika Isaac, MD @Onyed1ka

RT @kghabili: There was very unique tweet chat by @RadioGraphics on emotional intelligence in radiology training. I found the link:…

Angel Gómez-Cintrón, MD, MPH @skeletalrad

T4: If you're going to do targeted anything (CV, letter of interest or personal statement) first do your homework and stay away from generic content. #RadResChat https://t.co/Q07kzQ2Y1C

ACR RFS @ACRRFS

RT @skeletalrad: T4: If you're going to do targeted anything (CV, letter of interest or personal statement) first do your homework and stay…

Mitva Patel @mitvamd

RT @skeletalrad: Also, increases your visibility. Just trust me. If I'm going through applications and I recog…

Onyedika Isaac, MD @Onyed1ka

@MBadawy_MD Oops I did the same lol I’m Onyedika, an IMG living in Kingston, Jamaica. Applying to DR this September. Once more I appreciate the radiology community for putting these events together, embracing a virtual life wholly just as one would expect radiologists to. #RadResChat

Salar Tofighi @SalarTofighi

Always true in every step of application to increase visibility #RadResChat

Amina Farooq @AminaFarooqMD

@ACRRFS 1. Formulate: Update your CV frequently, I update mine once every 3 months (it's easy to forget projects, abstracts, papers, etc). 2. Format: construct the CV as you would for ERAS, short, concise descriptions that illustrate your specific role in the project. #RadResChat
**Twitter Chat Transcript**

**9/15/21, 4:09 PM #RadResChat Healthcare Social Media Transcript September 14th 2021**

- @ACRRFS
  - RT @koolkpMD: @ACRRFS 1. Formulate: Update your CV frequently, I update mine once every 3 months (it’s easy to forget projects, abstra...

- @koolkpMD @UMKCRads @UTSW_Radiology
  - A tip to showcase your emotional intelligence #RadResChat
  - Onyedika Isaac, MD @Onyed1ka
    - @koolkpMD I appreciate your willingness to guide and advice. Been a follower for a long time now and it’s easily the most obvious thing about you, truly inspiring, like a resident version of @skeletalrad (lol) #RadResChat

- @SalarTofighi
  - A tip to showcase your emotional intelligence #RadResChat

- @ACRRFS
  - RT @SalarTofighi: A tip to showcase your emotional intelligence #RadResChat

- @Onyed1ka
  - RT @SalarTofighi

- @KemiMDRad
  - RT @skeletalrad: Yes. Hobbies are always a great conversation starter during interviews and allows you to talk about something you know wel...

- @kghabili
  - @skeletalrad I think all #futureradres MUST remember this take-home point from tonight’s chat! #RadResChat

- @AminaFarooqMD
  - @ACRRFS 3. Revise: Review everything you put into your ERAS CV. Some things (ex. volunteer activities from middle school that you’re no longer active in) are better left out. Every item on your CV should be: honest, accurate (describe role), and relevant. #RadResChat

- @ACRRFS
  - T5: What are things to avoid on your application or interview trail? #RadResChat
    - https://t.co/K6SBVLB5kB

- @MBadawy_MD
  - I’m still working on it, trying to make it a better version! but the piece of advice that helped me a lot is "Be concise, show numbers, use more verbs!" I would like to learn more! #RadResChat

- @FernandoMedPR
  - #RadResChat is their a magic # of experiences? should we narrow the experiences to an approximate #? for example : 15 total.
Onyedika Isaac, MD @Onyed1ka
RT @kghabili: @skeletalrad I think all #futureradres MUST remember this take-home point from tonight's chat! #RadResChat

Onyedika Isaac, MD @Onyed1ka
RT @AminaFarooqMD: @ACRRFS 3. Revise: Review everything you put into your ERAS CV. Some things (ex. volunteer activities from middle school…

Onyedika Isaac, MD @Onyed1ka
RT @AminaFarooqMD: @ACRRFS 1. Formulate: Update your CV frequently, I update mine once every 3 months (it's easy to forget projects, abstra…

Onyedika Isaac, MD @Onyed1ka
RT @MBadawy_MD: I'm still working on it, trying to make it a better version! but the piece of advice that helped me a lot is " Be concise,…

Angel Gómez-Cintrón, MD, MPH @skeletalrad

Kamyar Ghabili, MD @kghabili
@DoctorCliffyy @ACRRFS @skeletalrad @AminaFarooqMD @Allyne98696055  Impressed by the key role of DR/IR folks behind the doors. Super humble people! Those absorbed me to the radiology world! #RadResChat

Onyedika Isaac, MD @Onyed1ka
RT @kghabili: @DoctorCliffyy @ACRRFS @skeletalrad @AminaFarooqMD @Allyne98696055  Impressed by the key role of DR/IR folks behind the doo…

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @skeletalrad: T5: 1. Lying or exaggerating 2. Criticizing others (including other specialties) 3. Lying 4. Putting anything in ERAS yo…

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
T5: Dont lie, dont lie, dont LIE!!! Dont lie about activities/research on your CV. Be prepared to discuss it.. in depth. Dont lie to programs that you will rank them #1. Radiology is a small world. You WILL be caught. #RadResChat

Kamyar Ghabili, MD @kghabili
@skeletalrad Yes, LYING is a poison! #RadResChat
Fernando Rivera-Melendez @FernandoMedPR

Last question! if we've submitted Educational exhibit abstracts to ARRS2022, RSNA case collections, and ACR case in point that have not yet been "accepted" do we upload under "Peer Reviewed Journal Articles/Abstracts (Other than Published)" as "submitted"?

Amina Farooq @AminaFaroogMD

Don't become "that guy/girl" on the interview trail. It's easy to think you’re the only one being evaluated in a virtual setting, but that mindset is misleading. You are interviewing with prospective future co-residents. Maintain professionalism and boundaries. #Radreschat

Angel Gómez-Cintrón, MD, MPH @skeletalrad

I wouldn't for educational exhibit as there is really no work done until it is accepted. I would far a research abstract as it's ongoing work. #RadResChat

Mónica I. Burgos, MD @mburgosmd
RT @skeletalrad: T5: 1. Lying or exaggerating 2. Criticizing others (including other specialties) 3. Lying 4. Putting anything in ERAS yo...

Mohamed Badawy @MBadawy_MD
Lying! It is the biggest sin! #RadResChat

Maria Maslyanko @mmaslyanko
Thank you everyone !!!! This was such a wonderful experience! Can’t wait to apply next year #RadResChat

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
Thanks everyone for a great discussion! We are approaching the hour! Any last thoughts before we wrap up!? 😊 #RadResChat https://t.co/XrPpOsKKiZ

Amina Farooq @AminaFaroogMD

2. Don't ever speak negatively of your colleagues, past training, etc. Sometimes people do it as a means of establishing connection or searching for empathy. While there is a time and place for this, it is not on your application or interview. #RadResChat

Nathan Coleman, MD @NColemanMD
Joining late, just finished a Neuroradiology fellowship and now a few weeks into first attending gig at a large, fully subspecialized, physician-owned private practice Happy to respond to any questions about residency, fellowship, etc! #RadResChat @ACRRFS @RadiologyACR

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
Thank you to our amazing moderators @AminaFaroogMD and @skeletalrad! Wishing everyone all the best to the upcoming interview season! 🌈 Hope to see everyone at the next #RadResChat! 🌈 https://t.co/LrJo1Llfbv

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @Onyed1ka: @koolkpMD @UMKCRads @UTSW_Radiology I appreciate your willingness to guide and advice. Been a follower for a long time now an…
Angel Gómez-Cintrón, MD, MPH @skeletalrad

Much thanks to @ACRRFS and all who participated today of this amazing #RadResChat! Interview season is upon us, and I'll be around Twitter more often, hoping to answer questions and be of any help to applicants and colleagues. Best of luck everyone!

Nikitas Rodríguez @NikitasRodz

I want to congratulate @AminaFarooqMD, @skeletalrad, and @ACRRFS for the creativity of this #radreschat initiative. It has been super helpful to read these Q&As before the interviews. Thank you!

Nikitas Rodríguez @NikitasRodz

RT @skeletalrad: Much thanks to @ACRRFS and all who participated today of this amazing #RadResChat! Interview season is upon us, and I'll…

Nikitas Rodríguez @NikitasRodz

RT @ACRRFS: Thank you to our amazing moderators @AminaFarooqMD and @skeletalrad!
Wishing everyone all the best to the upcoming interview se…

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD

Thank you everyone for joining! If anyone has any questions regarding #rad residency or #neurorad fellowship interviews/applying, please feel free to message me! Had a great conversation with everyone this evening! Good luck! #RadResChat

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD

RT @skeletalrad: Much thanks to @ACRRFS and all who participated today of this amazing #RadResChat! Interview season is upon us, and I'll…

Yocelin Joya @joya_yocelin

@ACRRFS @AminaFarooqMD @skeletalrad Thank you very much. We really appreciate all the valuable advice. Best of luck everyone. #RadResChat

Onyedika Isaac, MD @Onyed1ka

RT @skeletalrad: Much thanks to @ACRRFS and all who participated today of this amazing #RadResChat! Interview season is upon us, and I'll…

ACR RF S @ACRRFS

RT @skeletalrad: Much thanks to @ACRRFS and all who participated today of this amazing #RadResChat! Interview season is upon us, and I'll…

Kamyar Ghabili, MD @kghabili

@AminaFarooqMD @ACRRFS 🙌 Agree! Shoutout to @christine_oms for the best tweet of the day! We should not see this time as a competition. We all will be future colleagues in Radiology. #RadResChat https://t.co/SV5iQhgJAB

Amina Farooq @AminaFarooqMD

3. Be mindful of your online presence. Make social media accounts private if you're concerned about irrelevant content leaking. 4. Avoid excessively reaching out to programs. If you have reached out once or twice to indicate interest, that's more than enough. #RadResChat
Onyedika Isaac, MD @Onyed1ka
As Dr. @skeletalrad advised before; try to be visible! If there is no common
work or interaction, I will send them a speci...

Amina Farooq @AminaFaroqMD
RT @ACRRFS: Thank you to our amazing moderators @AminaFaroqMD and @skeletalrad!
Wishing everyone all the best to the upcoming interview se...

Mohamed Badawy @MBadawy_MD
#Radcommunity is great! ☺️ Thank you all! 😊 #RadResChat @skeletalrad @AminaFaroqMD @ACRRFS

Kamyar Ghabili, MD @kghabili
@ACRRFS @AminaFaroqMD @skeletalrad Thank you so much @ACRRFS! #RadResChat

Amina Farooq @AminaFaroqMD
RT @skeletalrad: Much thanks to @ACRRFS and all who participated today of this amazing
#RadResChat! Interview season is upon us, and I'll...

Onyedika Isaac, MD @Onyed1ka
How I'm following everyone from #RadResChat 😊 there are so many people so definitely follow
me if you see this, will follow back ASAP. https://t.co/XMeqNgY3pR

Amina Farooq @AminaFaroqMD
Good luck to all the applicants who joined us tonight-I know you're going to do great! Feel free to
reach out as interview season begins~ #RadResChat

Onyedika Isaac, MD @Onyed1ka
RT @koolkpMD: Thank you everyone for joining! If anyone has any questions regarding #rad
residency or #neurorad fellowship interviews/apply...

Onyedika Isaac, MD @Onyed1ka
RT @ACRRFS: Thank you to our amazing moderators @AminaFaroqMD and @skeletalrad!
Wishing everyone all the best to the upcoming interview se...

Leen F. Abazid @labazidmd
@ACRRFS @AminaFaroqMD @skeletalrad Thank you so much for the great advice!
#RadResChat

Nathan Coleman, MD @NColemanMD
T1: Personal statements are rarely the best way to distinguish an applicant Be honest and succinct.
I tend to dislike introductory quotes, but that's just me 🤔 Remember it isn't undergrad creative
writing, despite it being radiology, avoid "dark and stormy nights" #RadResChat

Arif Musa, MS, MS-IV @Arifus_Musae
@ACRRFS Quick tip for those applying. Remember to check PDF view on your ERAS application
to see how it will look as a PDF printout. It's often these printouts that will be seen by your
application reviewer, so double-check that it looks organized! #RadResChat
@craniocaudal

M&I, MD, MPH @mahad_minhas
RT @labazidmd: @ACRRFS @skeletalrad @AminaFarooqMD Hello, I am Leen Abazid, an IMG medical graduate and a fourth-year Ph.D. in the radiolog...

M&M, MD, MPH @mahad_minhas
RT @RullanValeria: @AminaFarooqMD @ACRRFS @skeletalrad Hola! I am Valeria, a fourth-year medical student from Puerto Rico applying DR this...

M&M, MD, MPH @mahad_minhas
RT @craniocaudal: @ACRRFS @skeletalrad @AminaFarooqMD Hello! I'm Zuby - M4 at Georgetown applying into radiology this cycle! Excited for th...

Summit Shah, MD, MPH @SummitShahMD @ACRRFS
Being honest, personable, and vulnerable if applicable. Keep it concise, less than a page please. #RadResChat

Maddy Parameswaran @MaddyParam
Thank you so much for all the super helpful pointers #RadResChat. You guys are amazing as always!!

M&M, MD, MPH @mahad_minhas
RT @skeletalrad: Much thanks to @ACRRFS and all who participated today of this amazing #RadResChat! Interview season is upon us, and I'll...

Camilo Pardo coco @camilojpardo
RT @Embo_eNeRGy: Hello everyone! My name is Neehar. I'm an OMS IV from Touro University California looking to apply both IR and DR this com...

Shadi Asadollahi @AsadollahiShadi @skeletalrad
Exactly, being honest is highly important #RadResChat

Shadi Asadollahi @AsadollahiShadi @skeletalrad @ACRRFS
Amazing! Thank you much for your kind consideration regarding us #RadResChat @ACRRFS

Shadi Asadollahi @AsadollahiShadi @AminaFarooqMD
Good luck to all the applicants who joined us tonight-I know you're going to do great! Feel free to reach out as intervi...

Shadi Asadollahi @AsadollahiShadi
Special thanks to Drs @skeletalrad and @AminaFarooqMD. My name is Shadi. I'm an IMG and research fellow at @Hopkins_Rad. So thrilled to apply for #match2022. I appreciate all your valuable advice and this amazing opportunity to learn. #RadResChat

Shadi Asadollahi @AsadollahiShadi
RT @skeletalrad: Do your research and stay away from generic letters of interest or personal statements. I can tell if you send me a letter...

Match2022 @Match2022_bot
RT @AsadollahiShadi: Special thanks to Drs @skeletalrad and @AminaFarooqMD. My name is Shadi. I'm an IMG and research fellow at @Hopkins_Rad...

Thoukir Ahamed, MBBS @thoukirkool007
RT @ACRRFS: T1: What makes a personal statement engaging and interesting? #RadResChat https://t.co/3WqzEu8tpK

Thoukir Ahamed, MBBS @thoukirkool007
RT @AminaFarooqMD: @ACRRFS 1. Formulate: Update your CV frequently, I update mine once every 3 months (it's easy to forget projects, abstra...

Thoukir Ahamed, MBBS @thoukirkool007
RT @MBadawy_MD: As Dr. @skeletalrad advised before; try to be visible! if there is no common work or interaction, I will send them a speci...

Alexandra Maningat @alexandratheoms
RT @koolkpMD: T2: Be enthusiastic and do your research! Programs notice when an applicant is on their A game. Mentioning all the reasons wh...

Britney Corey MD MACM @britneycoreymd
RT @skeletalrad: T3: EQ for the win! Application: showcase teamwork, leadership skills and ability to multitask Interview: Practice so y...

Gordon White @GordonWhiteMS4
Reading through these suggestions has definitely been helpful. Would recommend to anyone going through #match2022

Honey Badger Malderus @BadgerLiberal
@ACRRFS @skeletalrad @AminaFarooqMD STOP B4 choosing radiology which increasingly is controlled by corporate/PE b/c the boomer rads have sold out the younger rads... Proceed with caution and due diligence Consider a REAL patient facing medical/surgical specialty... btw IR is not one #RadResChat #StopMARCA

Hadiseh Kavandi, MD @hadiskavandi
RT @skeletalrad: T3: EQ for the win! Application: showcase teamwork, leadership skills and ability to multitask Interview: Practice so y...
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @kghabili: @AminaFarooqMD @ACRRFS 🎯 Agree! Shoutout to @christine_oms for the best tweet of the day! We should not see this time as a com…

Nathan Coleman, MD @NColemanMD
T3: Since I've seen it on #MedTwitter at least twice this week: please put DnD or other unique hobbies on a CV. If a program gives you the side eye for engaging in collaborative imagination or other fun, non-work-related activities, they're telling on themselves #RadResChat
https://t.co/0f91kX0G5w

Nathan Coleman, MD @NColemanMD
T3: Since I've seen it on #MedTwitter at least twice this week: you can def put DnD or other unique hobbies on a CV. If a program gives you the side eye for engaging in collaborative imagination or other fun, non-work-related activities, they're telling on themselves #RadResChat
https://t.co/bLKvMUCPfD

Tim Broyle, MD @BroyleTim
RT @NColemanMD: T3: Since I've seen it on #MedTwitter at least twice this week: you can def put DnD or other unique hobbies on a CV. If a p…

Inside The Match @Inside_TheMatch
RT @skeletalrad: T5: 1. Lying or exaggerating 2. Criticizing others (including other specialties) 3. Lying 4. Putting anything in ERAS yo…

@DrCliffyy @DoctorCliffyy
Big thanks to @AminaFarooqMD and @skeletalrad for organizing a great informational session regarding #RadResChat I am happy to answer any Qs along the way! Good luck to everyone applying! #SBBrads #UTSW #IRADfellow22 #radres #pgy5
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